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Introduction

Google Keep is one of those applications few 
people use for anything other than taking notes 
and creating reminders. It is one of those won-
derful hidden secrets. Keep has recently received 
some updates. These updates make Keep more 
than just a note-taking application. In these 
lessons, we will take a look at using Keep as an 
instructional tool for teachers. 

These are some of the things you will learn in 
these lessons.

1. Install the Keep extension

2. Access Keep for daily use

3. Add images to Keep notes

4. Annotate on images

5. Distribute annotated images to students

6. Create Keep drawings

7. Use drawings for lessons

8. Organize Keep notes with labels

9. Collect web resources with the Keep extension

10. Put it all together for a complete lesson

Access Keep

We’ll begin by adding the Google Keep exten-
sion. The extension adds a way for us to push 
content to the Keep app from most websites. 
We will learn how this extension provides some 
very powerful ways for us to collect and organize 
information later.

Click the Apps launcher in the Chrome brows-
er. Click the Web Store icon. The web store is 
also available at https://chrome.google.com/
webstore.

Click in the search box and enter Google Keep.

The Google Keep extension should be the first on 
the search results page. Click the Add to Chrome 
button then click the confirmation button.
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The Google Keep extension will be available in 
the extensions section in the browser. This sec-
tion is located on the right side of the address bar. 

The Chrome store does not have an App link. 
We need to access Keep from the Apps launcher 
within any Google App. This is fine, but I am not 
always in a Google App. I use Keep often and 
like it available at all times. Let’s take a look at a 
couple of ways to do this. Go to the Keep app by 
entering https://keep.google.com in the address 
bar.

There is a padlock icon to the left of the Google 
Keep address. Click and drag this padlock icon to 
the bookmarks bar. 

Click the bookmark at any time to access Google 
Keep. 

I like Google Keep as a bookmark but it does have 
one drawback. The moment I click the bookmark 
it replaces the contents of my current page with 
the Google Keep App. Give it a try. Go to any web 
page and click the bookmark. There is a way to 
avoid this with a shortcut key. The problem is that 
I don’t always remember to use the key.

There are plenty of times when I need the Keep 
app to remain open. There are also plenty of 
times when I want Keep to open when I start the 
Chrome browser. This is where the Pin tab option 
is very useful. The Pin tab option keeps any tab 
open and out of the way. It also re-opens the tab 
after quitting and re-starting the Chrome brows-
er. Click the Google Keep bookmark. Right click 
on the Google Keep tab. Select the option to Pin 
tab.
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The size of the tab gets very small. Only the 
Google Keep icon is visible. The Pinned tab will 
always remain on the left side of the browser. Go 
ahead and quit the Chrome browser. Wait a sec-
ond or two and re-open the browser. The pinned 
Google Keep tab will open in the same place.

Mobile App

Google Keep is available as a mobile app for 
most mobile devices like tablets and smart-
phones. The mobile app has some advantages 
over the browser. One of these includes the 
option to take pictures and use them in Keep. The 
web app does not currently use your computer’s 
webcam to take pictures. This decision makes 
sense because most people don’t use their lap-
tops to take snapshots.

The mobile app has the option to record audio 
into a note. The audio is recorded into the note 
and transcription is generated. This has several 
advantages for both teachers and students. 

Keep integrates with other apps on mobile devic-
es. This means we have the option to transfer 
images, text and other media to and from Google 
Keep. This includes integration with Google 
Classroom. 

The draw feature in Keep works very well on tab-
lets with the use of a stylus. The draw tool is very 
useful. We will spend some time learning how to 
integrate this into classroom lessons.

The Keep app uses our Google account to sync 
notes across devices. We can take an image with 
our phone and then be able to view that same 
image on our desktop or laptop. The sync process 
is almost instantaneous. 
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Taking Notes

Google Keep is a note-taking application at its 
core. It is designed to facilitate the process of 
creating new notes. To create a new note we click 
once in the Take a note field and begin typing.

Clicking once in the field opens a simple note 
pad. 

The note pad expands to accommodate any 
amount of text.

The note title is left blank. To provide a title we 
need to click on the note title and provide one. 
The note is automatically saved in the cloud for 
us. There are several icons below the note area. 
We will take a look at these is a little more detail 
later. 

To add more notes we need to close the current 
note. To close the note we have the option of 
clicking close or clicking anywhere on the Keep 
page.

The note is placed to the left of the page. All 
notes are placed from left to right and top to bot-
tom. The most recent note appears first. 

To open a note we go back and click on the note. 
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A Checklist

Not everything is a note. Some are lists. It could 
be a list of ideas. A brainstorming session in an 
outline. A list of to-do items. A list of groceries 
or classroom supplies. To create a note with a list 
we click the list icon. 

A note for lists opens with a line for our first item.

Type the first item and press the Return key for 
the next.

Lists or ideas may contain categories. I have a 
supply list that includes construction paper and 
Crayons. I need specific Crayon colors. These are 
red, yellow, and blue. The list of colors should be 
within the Crayon category.

There are six dots that appear to the left of each 
item. These dots represent a handle. The han-
dle is used to move the list item to the right or 
left. We’ll click and drag the red color item to the 
right. The mouse pointer changes to four oppos-
ing arrows. Moving the item to the right indents 
the item. 

Repeat the process with the other colors. The 
three colors for our superhero drawing are now 
under the Crayon category. 
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